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While neural networks brought tremendous improve-

ments to speech enhancement in terms of signal

separation and suppression, especially smaller networks

often introduce speech distortion artifacts, harming signal

quality and ASR performance. This work’s contributions:

• We show that end-to-end optimization and loss

decoupling for frequency-domain networks can be

beneficial.

• We reveal insights and tradeoffs of the widely used

spectral complex compressed loss.

• We investigate pre-trained models on various tasks for

loss improvement:

➢ Reference-free MOS and WER predictors

➢ Embedding distance losses using ASR and sound

event detection models

Problem description Loss functions Results

• Convolutional Recurrent Speech Enhancement (CRUSE) 

network architecture [1] using complex compressed 

input features, predicting complex enhancement filter 

(12.8M MACs/frame, 8.4M parameters)

• End-to-end optimization by decoupling processing 

STFT and loss frequency analysis (using possibly 

different parameters).

System overview
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Conclusions

Base-term (spectral complex compressed MSE):

• Additional cepstral distance term:

• Weighting with predictors for MOS [2] or WER [3]

• Additional distance loss using embeddings u

pretrained on ASR (wav2vec) or sound event

detection (PANN [4]):

• Training data: Large-scale DNS challenge data with

various online augmentations (>9 years).

• Testsets: 3rd DNS challenge (real recordings), additional

High-Quality (HQ) and meeting recordings for ASR

evaluation.

• Metrics: P.835 DNSMOS (nSIG, nBAK, nOVL) and WER

of using commercial ASR system.

• The magnitude term in the spectral complex

compressed loss trades off noise reduction for less

speech distortion.

• Loss decoupling boosts performance by increasing

spectral loss frequency resolution

• Not all pre-trained embeddings provide useful

additional information to an already strong spectral

loss.

• Our experiments on large scale training data, real-world

test data and strongly indicative metrics did not show

significant benefits from using additional pre-trained

loss terms.
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Analysis

Reducing speech distortion with the magnitude loss term (λ→0)

Sensitivity of embedding distances to various degradations.


